Background: Although protein-protein interaction networks determined with high-throughput methods are incomplete, they are commonly used to infer the topology of the complete interactome. These partial networks often show a scale-free behavior with only a few proteins having many and the majority having only a few connections. Recently, the possibility was suggested that this scale-free nature may not actually reflect the topology of the complete interactome but could also be due to the error proneness and incompleteness of large-scale experiments.
Background
Since protein-protein interactions are of fundamental importance for all processes taking place in a cell, great efforts have been devoted to the systematic identification of protein interactions for a number of organisms. To generate large-scale protein interaction maps, two methods are commonly used: (i) yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and (ii) affinity purification followed by mass spectrometry (e.g. Co-immuno-precipitation (Co-IP) [8] or tandem affinity purification (TAP) [9] [10] [11] ). Both of these methods are prone to spurious interactions (false positives) due to self-activators (Y2H), protein contaminants (affinity purification) or non-specific interactions. Based on expression data and information about paralogues, the fraction of correct high-throughput interactions has been estimated at 30-50% [12] . In addition to false positives, highthroughput experiments are characterized by a large fraction of false negatives, i.e. correct interactions that are missed in the experiment. Accordingly, only small overlaps can be observed between interaction maps for the same species but determined in different experiments and with different methods [13, 14] .
Despite the amount of false positives and false negatives associated with protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks determined in high-throughput experiments, they have nevertheless been thoroughly investigated in terms of network topology, stability and dynamics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The topology of protein-protein interaction networks is in general described as scale-free, a topology common to many networks from various domains [21] [22] [23] , although this claim has been questioned recently [24, 25] . Scale-free networks are characterized by a power-law degree distribution in which the probability of a node having k interaction partners is proportional to k -γ for some constant γ.
Accordingly, the majority of nodes interact only with few other nodes, whereas a small fraction of nodes (so-called hubs) have connections to many other nodes in the network. As a consequence, scale-free networks are very tolerant to random deletion of nodes but vulnerable to a targeted attack against hubs. Indeed, lethality of protein knockouts appears to be correlated to the number of interaction partners of the protein [15] .
All of these studies implicitly assume that the topology of the complete interactome can be inferred from observed PPI networks containing only a fraction of proteins and interactions. Recently, this assumption has been called into question [26, 27] . Based on mathematical modeling, Stumpf et al. [26] showed that, unlike for random graph and exponential topologies, random sampling from scalefree networks has a distorting effect on the topology of sub-networks. Conversely, these results imply that the scale-free topology of the PPI networks is unlikely to result from random graphs or exponential networks by the random sampling approach postulated by Stumpf et al., which selects only a fraction of nodes and all edges between these nodes. Since such a random sampling procedure does not accurately reflect the impact of large-scale experimental methods, Han et al. [27] defined a different limited sampling procedure which emulates the effect of the Y2H approach. Based on simulations they argue that such a limited sampling can lead to an apparent scale-free topology in the sampled networks regardless of the original topology. They conclude that, while a scale-free topology appears to be more likely than the other models considered, these other topologies cannot be safely excluded based on the degree distribution alone given the currently available interaction data.
We proposed recently [28] that apart from the degree distribution and the related network statistics discussed by Han et al., other characteristics of the network might help to further assess the likelihood of different topology models and exclude at least some of them. One such character-istic is the average clustering coefficient, i.e. the "cliquishness" of the network. In this paper, we analyze the effect of the sampling procedure described by Han and co-workers on the clustering coefficient analytically in addition to simulations. Both our analytical and simulation results shown here suggest that random sampling with a limited coverage of proteins and interactions always leads to lower clustering in the resulting sub-network compared to the original network. As a consequence, in such a setting the clustering coefficients of protein interaction networks derived by Y2H can be considered as a lower bound on the clustering coefficients of the original networks and network topologies with significantly lower clustering coefficients than observed can be ruled out.
We furthermore extend the model of Han et al. by additionally adding spurious interactions to the sampled networks and analyze the effects of these false positive interactions both analytically and with simulations. Although false positive interactions can be viewed as another sampling artifact, their impact on the network might be different from limited sampling effects. Indeed, we observe that the average clustering coefficient of a network reacts differently to false positive interactions than to false negative interactions. In our model, interactions are added using a preferential attachment model [29] and, accordingly, false positive interactions alone can increase the skewness of the theoretical networks and, thus, their similarity to scale-free networks. Our findings show that although clustering coefficients of networks can be increased by wrong interactions for some network topologies, the degree to which they can be increased depends strongly on the degree of randomness of clustering coefficients and the degree distribution of the original topology. As a consequence, several topologies remain unlikely and can be excluded with high confidence.
Results

Modeling yeast-two hybrid experiments
A protein-protein interaction network can be described as an undirected graph G = (V, E) with a set of nodes V and a set of edges E. The nodes in G then correspond to interacting proteins and two nodes u and v are connected by an edge (u, v) if and only if they interact. Interactions may either be direct such as the physical interactions determined with Y2H or indirect via other proteins in the same complex as detected by affinity purification. Since these differences make it difficult to define a comprehensive model for both experimental methods, the sampling procedure described by Han et al. simulates only the Y2H approach to address direct interactions.
Although many topological properties can be analyzed, we concentrate on two of them, the degree distribution and the average clustering coefficient. The degree k v of a node v is the number of its interactions and the average degree of all nodes in the graph is denoted by . Thus, the degree distribution describes the probability of a node v having degree k:
As we will see later, an important characteristic of the degree distribution is its asymmetry, i.e. its skewness. Although there exist several alternative definitions of skewness, the one most commonly used is where s is the sample standard deviation of the degree distribution. For symmetric distributions the skewness is close to zero whereas for left-tailed distributions it is negative and for right-tailed distribution, such as e.g. powerlaw distributions, it is positive.
The clustering coefficient quantifies the probability that two vertices which are connected to the same node are also connected. Accordingly, the clustering coefficient C v of a node v in a network is defined as [30] Since the clustering coefficient is only defined for nodes with at least two neighbors, the clustering coefficient C of the complete network is defined as the average clustering coefficient of all nodes with degree at least 2.
Average clustering coefficients of networks are often compared against the clustering coefficients of random graphs [31] containing the same number of nodes and edges. The expected clustering coefficient of such a random graph is . Since most networks show a degree distribution different from random graphs, it is also useful to compare these networks against random networks with the same degree distribution. Such networks can be easily obtained by randomly rewiring edges many times such that the degree distribution is preserved [32] . Here, rewir-ing consists in randomly deleting two edges (u, v) and (w, x) and replacing them by two edges (u, x) and (w, v). We say that a network is clustered randomly if after rewiring approximately the same clustering coefficients are observed. Consequently, a network can be clustered randomly, less than randomly or more than randomly. We will see examples for all three cases later on. Figure 1A shows the average clustering coefficients for a number of high-throughput Y2H data sets. Here, only high-confidence interactions were considered for the data sets of Ito et al. [2] , Li et al. [3] and Giot et al. [4] . For comparison purposes, the same characteristics are given for the yeast protein-protein interaction network from DIP [33] which contains high-throughput data as well as interactions determined with other experimental methods. Although the clustering coefficients of some of the partial networks appear to be rather small, they are in most cases at least one order of magnitude higher than clustering coefficients of random graphs with the same number of nodes and edges (see Figure 1B ).
:
Clustering coefficients in large-scale Y2H interaction net-works Figure 1 Clustering coefficients in large-scale Y2H interaction networks. Clustering coefficients (A) and the ratio to clustering coefficients of random graphs [31] having the same size (B) are shown for the following interaction networks: yeast interactions from DIP [33] and the Y2H studies by Ito et al. [2] and Uetz et al. [1] ; C. elegans interactions by Li et al. [3] ; drosophila interactions by Giot et al. [4] ; P. falciparum interactions by LaCount et al. [5] ; and human interactions from the studies of Rual et al. [6] and Stelzl et al. [7] . Only high confidence interactions were considered for the Ito, Li and Giot data set and self-edges were ignored for the calculation of clustering coefficients. 
Missing interactions
The sampling procedure described by Han et al. [27] emulates the effect of the Y2H method under the assumption that interactions may be missed in the process but no wrong interactions are obtained. It is determined uniquely by two parameters: bait coverage (denoted by β) and edge coverage (denoted by ε). Bait coverage specifies the selective effect of choosing only a fraction of the proteome as baits in a large-scale yeast two-hybrid experiment, whereas edge coverage determines the fraction of true interactions which can actually be resolved for a bait. Accordingly, a network is sampled from the original network as follows. A fraction β of nodes is selected as baits and then for each bait a fraction ε of its interactions. Edges connecting two baits are selected with higher probability 2ε -ε 2 = ε(2 -ε). The sampled network then contains the bait nodes as well as non-bait nodes which are connected to a bait via a sampled edge. In the following, the latter ones are referred to as preys. The resulting network is referred to as G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) and the set of baits is called B. The resulting degree of a node v and its clustering coefficient are consequently referred to as and . The average degree of the network and the average clustering coefficient are denoted by 1 and C 1 .
Spurious interactions
Since false positive interactions may affect both the degree distribution and the clustering coefficient, we extended the simple sampling model to include also wrong interactions. For this purpose, the sampling procedure is modified in the following way. In the sampling step all nodes of the original network are retained but only interactions which involve at least one bait. False positive interactions are then added in a second step. For each bait v we add an interaction to any other node u with a specific probability ω(v, u) and the resulting network is denoted as G 2 = (V 2 ,
The probability ω(v, u) can be defined in different ways.
In the first case, the probability of adding an edge between v and u depends neither on the degree of v or u, i.e. is constant for all pairs of nodes. In a similar way, Erdős and Rényi random graphs [31] are created and thus this process is denoted as random attachment. In the second case ω(v, u) does only depend on the degree of the bait v but is constant for all its possible neighbors u. We denote this behavior as semi-preferential attachment, since new edges will be attached preferentially to baits with high degree.
The last possible scenario involves preferential attachment for both v and u.
Since preferential attachment is most likely to change the degree distribution towards a power-law distribution [29] , our model is based on such a scenario. For this purpose, we use an adaption of the method described by Chung and Lu [34] for creating random graphs with a given degree distribution. Accordingly, ω(v, u) is defined as Note that k v denotes the degree of node v in the original network. Thus, the number of wrong interactions a protein obtains depends on the number of true interactions it forms. This is based on the assumption that highly interactive proteins are more prone to spurious interactions than proteins which form only a few but very specific interactions. The parameter θ controls the false positive rate, whereas ι is used as a pseudo-count to guarantee that singular nodes, i.e. nodes with degree zero, can also obtain wrong interactions. We have that 0 ≤ ι < ∞ and the larger ι the smaller is the influence of the actual degree values of v and u on the probability ω(v, u). For our purposes, ι was set to 1.
Analytical results
In the following, theoretical derivations are given which describe the influence of the complete model on the clustering coefficient of networks. For simplification, we address the effect of limited sampling, i.e. missing interactions, and false positives, i.e. spurious interactions, separately from each other.
Missing interactions
In this section, we analyze the effect of limited sampling on the clustering coefficient of a node and the complete network. We show that both limited bait coverage and limited edge coverage leads to a reduction in clustering coefficients and therefore that limited sampling as a whole lowers the clustering coefficient. Again, the clustering coefficient of a node v after sampling can be formulated as a conditional probability:
Thus, the clustering coefficient of node v depends on its original clustering coefficient and the probabilities P(∇ ∈ E 1 |∇ ∈ E) and P(∨ ∈ E 1 |∨ ∈ E).
To examine the full impact of sampling on the clustering coefficient of a node v, we have to differentiate between
baits and preys. First, let v be a prey. In this case, both edges (u, v) and (v, w) can only be conserved if both u and w are chosen as baits. If at least on of them is not a bait, the corresponding edge to v is always missed. However, if both nodes are baits, the two edges connecting them to v are each selected with probability ε (see Figure 2A ), since they connect a bait to a prey. Furthermore, these probabilities are then independent of each other and the joint probability that both edges are kept can be expressed by the product of the individual probabilities. As a consequence, we have that
If u and w are connected in G, the corresponding edge again can only be selected if both nodes are baits. If this is true, the probability that this edge is conserved is then ε(2 -ε), since it connects two baits.
Accordingly, we have that
We thus observe that the clustering coefficient of a bait is only affected by limited edge coverage. If ε = 1, the expected clustering coefficient after sampling is approximately the same as before sampling regardless of the value of bait coverage.
Second, let now v be a bait. In this case, the edges (u, v) and (v, w) can be conserved no matter if either of the nodes u and w is a bait or a prey. If both nodes are baits (see Figure 3A ), each edge is selected with probability ε(2 -ε). If only one of them is a bait ( Figure 3B and 3C), one edge is selected with probability ε and the other one with probability ε(2 -ε). If both are preys ( Figure 3D ), both edges are only selected with probability ε. Thus, we observe that
On the other hand, a triangle between u, v and w can only be conserved if at least one of the two nodes u or w is also a bait. The probabilities for selecting edges (u, v) or (v, w) are in these cases the same as above. The third edge (u, w)
is then selected with probability ε(2 -ε) if both nodes are baits and with probability ε if only one of the two nodes is a bait (see also Figure 3 ). Accordingly, we have that
By inserting equations (9) and (10) into (5) we obtain that
It is easy to see that λ ≤ 1 since
As a consequence we have that
shows that both limited bait coverage as well as limited edge coverage lower the clustering coefficients of baits.
Since G 1 contains at least one bait, we can conclude that <C v if bait or edge coverage is limited.
The sampling procedure described by Han et al. [27] corresponds to an experimental setting in which only a small set of proteins is chosen as baits and then subsequently screened against a much larger set of preys. This set-up is often used when due to a large genome size an exhaustive search for all possible protein pairs is infeasible [35] . An alternative approach consists in doing such exhaustive
Effect of sampling on preys 
pairwise screens only for a subset of the proteome (see e.g. the human interaction network by Rual et al. [6] ). We can easily reduce this scenario to the one considered here if we set G as the subgraph of the original network containing only the bait nodes and all edges between these nodes. Thus, we only need to consider the additional effect of this reduction. It can be shown that clustering coefficients of nodes selected for the screen remain approximately constant and, hence, that the average clustering coefficient of the subgraph G is approximately the same as in the original network. As a consequence, the matrix screen is reduced to a simple case of our model with β = 1 and we have that C 1 = ε(2 -ε)C with C the original clustering coefficient of the complete network.
Spurious interactions
In the first step discussed above, the possibility of additional spurious interactions is ignored and accordingly the probability is zero that edges which have not been part of the original network occur in the sampled network. However, since exactly this happens in the second step, we have that
. (14) with ∈ {∨, ∇}.
In general, the resulting clustering coefficient is difficult to determine theoretically since C 2 cannot be given relative to C 1 as in the previous step. Therefore, we determine an approximation for the clustering coefficient only for the simple case that β = 1 and ε = 0, i.e. all proteins are selected as baits and none of the true edges are found. Thus, we see that
We furthermore assume that the probability that two nodes are connected is independent of the probability that any other two nodes are connected. In general, this is not the case for the preferential attachment model since the assumption holds only if all possible false positive edges are equally likely and, thus, if all nodes have approximately the same degree. Nevertheless, as we will see later, the resulting assumption is still useful for assessing the impact of false positives on clustering in networks.
Based on this assumption we have that P(∇ ∈ E 2 |∇ ∉ E 1 ) can be rewritten similarly. Since all nodes have been selected as baits we have for each pair u
Hence, equations (15), (16) and (4) 
result in
As a consequence, we have that C 2 ≈ 2θξ.
Note that Σ u∈V (k u + ι) = 2|E| + ι|V| is independent of the degree distribution whereas Σ u∈V (k u + ι) 2 depends strongly on it. It is minimal if all nodes have the same average degree and maximal if all edges connect only one node to itself and the remaining nodes are singular, i.e. without connections. Accordingly, for networks with approximately the same number of nodes and edges, ξ is highly correlated with the skewness of the degree distribution (see also Figure 10 ). Here, the probabilities for selecting edges are shown for the case that v is a bait. The notation is the same as in Figure 2 . For each possible baitprey combination of u and w, the probabilities are shown separately. The edge completing the triangle and the corresponding probabilities for selecting this edge are shown in red.
The skewness of a network also allows us to assess how strongly the independence assumption is violated. As mentioned before, this assumption is only valid if the probability that an edge is added does not depend on the nodes it connects. In our model edges connecting two low-degree nodes to a hub are very likely whereas the probability that these nodes are then also connected is rather small. Accordingly, this has a negative effect on clustering and the more skewed a network, the more does the observed clustering coefficient deviate from the approximation. Furthermore, the observed clustering coefficients are on average smaller than the approximation. This is reasonable since ξ can become arbitrary large but the clustering coefficient is bounded from above by 1.
As a consequence the minimum of 1 and 2θξ restricts the clustering coefficients observed on average in the simple case with β = 1 and ε = 0.
Of course, this simple scenario is insofar unrealistic as no experimental network should contain only wrong interactions and if it did it would be useless. However, as we will see later, the effect of false positive interactions on the clustering coefficient depends strongly on ξ also for β < 1 and ε > 0. In addition, the degree of randomness in clustering is also an important factor.
Simulation results
To illustrate the effect of our model, corresponding simulations were performed for six different types of starting networks: (Poisson) random graphs (ER) [31] , exponential networks with random (EX) and high (EH) clustering coefficients, power-law networks with random clustering coefficients (PL) and networks generated by a growth model [36] which aims at representing the evolution of protein interaction networks. In the last case, networks were generated with low (GL) and high (GH) clustering coefficients (see Additional File 1: Supplementary Figure  1 and Additional File 2: Supplementary Methods). To simulate the effect of the yeast two-hybrid methodology on the yeast interaction network, we generated networks for the described topologies, each containing 6,000 nodes (the approximate number of protein-encoding genes in yeast [37] ) and average degree values of 5, 10 and 20. For each combination of network topology and average degree, 50 networks were generated and simulation results were averaged over these 50 networks.
Analysis of simulated clustering coefficients
The observed clustering coefficients for the generated networks ( Figure 4 ) vary greatly between network topologies and average degree values. With the exception of the EH and GH networks which have been created specifically to show high clustering, two dependencies can be observed. The clustering coefficients are highly correlated with the average degree of the networks but also with the asymme-try of the degree distribution. Since random ER graphs follow a Poisson distribution and thus are little skewed, they exhibit the lowest degree of clustering of any of the topologies. Compared to that, exponential networks have an increased tendency for high and low degree nodes. As a consequence, they tend to be higher clustered than the ER networks. Despite the fact, that the GL networks have lower clustering coefficients than expected randomly for the degree distribution, they still show higher clustering coefficients than the exponential networks due to their high degree of skewness. Even if the clustering coefficients of the GL networks are randomized by edge rewiring, they are still lower than the clustering coefficients of the highly skewed power-law networks (PL).
When comparing the clustering coefficients of the largescale Y2H networks against the simulated topologies, we observe that all of the PPI networks show higher clustering than the random ER graphs. In general, the experimental networks have higher clustering coefficients than the exponential networks and even the GL networks. Only the human interaction network by Stelzl et al. is lower clustered than all GL networks and exponential networks with high average degree values. Accordingly, only the EH and GH networks and the PL networks with high average degrees exhibit clustering coefficients which exceed those of all experimental Y2H protein-protein interaction networks.
These results as such do not exclude any of the topologies. However, when considering the effect of the different types of measurement errors on clustering coefficients, one should always keep in mind the original clustering coefficients we are starting from. In the following, the different effects of false negative and false positive interactions are again considered separately from each other.
Missing interactions
Our theoretical results predict that both limited bait coverage and limited edge coverage lower clustering coefficients significantly regardless of network topology and average degree. We have shown previously [28] in simulations that this prediction indeed holds for the ER, EX, GL and GH networks. Our extended simulations show that the EH and PL networks are affected similarly by false negative interactions (see Figure 5 and Additional file 1: Supplementary Figure 2 ). Here, to illustrate the dramatic decrease in clustering due to false negatives, clustering coefficients of the sampled networks were normalized by dividing by the original clustering coefficients.
We thus can confirm the observation from [28] that for all topology models the clustering coefficients of the sampled network are significantly lower than the clustering coefficients of the original networks for any value of bait or edge coverage. Furthermore, since we now considered more than one highly clustered network, we can draw conclusions about similarities between the randomly or less than randomly clustered ER, EX, PL and GL networks on the one hand and the more than randomly clustered EH and GH networks on the other hand. For all network topologies the effect of limited bait coverage is less severe than the effect of limited edge coverage. Yet, whereas lim-ited bait coverage affects clustering in the ER, EX, PL and GL networks only to a minor degree, the effect on the highly clustered EH and PH networks is substantial. The differences between the two groups can be seen in Figure   5 for the PL and EH networks. Even at ε = 1, clustering coefficients in the EH networks are significantly smaller for small values of β than in the PL networks. For instance, at β = 0.2 they are only about half as high. Effect of sampling for limited coverage rates. This figure demonstrates the impact of limited sampling on the average clustering coefficient for coverage rates below one. To illustrate differences between randomly and highly clustered networks, normalized clustering coefficients are depicted for the PL (A) and the EH (B) networks with average degree of 10. The highly clustered EH networks are affected to a much greater degree by low bait coverage rates than the randomly clustered PL networks. Clustering coefficients were normalized by dividing by the original clustering coefficients. This observation is surprising since in our analytical derivations no such difference was observed. Nevertheless, it can be easily explained. In our derivations clustering coefficients were treated as continuous variables, whereas effectively they behave in a discrete manner since an edge can either exist or not. If we only consider nodes for which clustering coefficients before and after the simulation are greater than 0, no differences between highly and randomly clustered networks are observed. The differences observed are due to nodes for which C v > 0 and = 0 and nodes for which C v = 0 and = 0. In the first case, clustering coefficients decrease dramatically and stronger than expected, in the second case they do not decrease at all. In highly clustered networks the first type of nodes is much more common than in randomly clustered networks, whereas the second type of nodes is rarer. Accordingly, while for randomly clustered networks the effects on the two types of nodes cancel each other to a large degree, there is an excess of the first type of nodes in highly clustered networks. This leads to the stronger reduction in clustering coefficients observed.
Effect of sampling for limited coverage rates
Spurious interactions
We have seen previously, that for β = 1 and ε = 0 the average clustering coefficient is expected to increase linearly with θ which is also confirmed in part by our simulations (Figure 6 ). However, for high values of θ a deviation from the linear behavior can be observed which leads to a slower increase. As mentioned before, this is due to the violation of the independence assumption. This violation leads to an ever stronger deviation with increasing skewness in the network. In Figure 6 , topology models are sorted according to skewness. Accordingly, we observe that the more skewed a topology is, the smaller are the values of θ at which the observed clustering coefficients start to deviate from the linear behavior. This effect is most pronounced for the power-law networks, for which ξ predicts the highest increase in clustering due to false positive interactions. The effective increase turns out to be significantly less than predicted but is still much higher than for the other topologies, in particular for small values of θ.
So far, edge coverage was restricted to 0. Figure 7 (see also Additional file 1: Supplementary Figure 3) illustrates the effect of different values of ε (but constant β = 1) and increasing θ on the clustering coefficient. For ε > 0, the effect on the clustering coefficient depends strongly not on the topology but on the degree of randomness in clustering. For two of the randomly clustered networks (ER and EX), the clustering coefficients increase linearly with θ for any ε. Indeed, if C is the original clustering coefficient, the resulting clustering coefficient C 2 can be approx-imated by 2ξθ + ε(2 -ε)C. As before, the PL networks deviate from this behavior and clustering coefficients for higher values of ε increase more slowly than predicted. Furthermore, the higher ε, the lower is the rate of increase. As a consequence, the curves for ε = 0 and ε = 1 move towards each other for increasing θ.
For networks clustered less than randomly (GL), the average clustering coefficients for higher values of ε increase stronger than linearly at the beginning, until random clustering is reached in the network. From this point on a similar behavior is observed as for the randomly clustered networks. The contrary effect is found for highly clustered networks (EH and GH). In this case the clustering coefficients are reduced significantly by preferential attachment of false positives. Only when random clustering is reached in the network, clustering coefficients increase again
Comparison between approximation and simulation of false positive interactions depending on the value of ξ and thus on the asymmetry in the network. Nevertheless, the decrease in clustering due to missing interactions in these highly clustered networks can only be compensated for by very high error rates.
For β < 1, the effect of erroneous interactions on the average clustering coefficient is similar to the case in which all proteins are selected as baits (see Figure 8 ). Clustering coefficients can be increased as well for randomly clustered networks, but the increase turns out to be slightly less than before. A possible explanation for this observation might be that wrong interactions are only ever added between baits and preys (or other baits) but never between preys. Thus, for small values of β, baits are often connected to two preys which by definition of the model can never be connected. This results in smaller clustering in the network. works of average degree 10 were chosen. We observe that clustering coefficients for smaller values of β are, in general, slightly smaller then for β = 1, but the differences are minor. Influence of spurious interactions on clustering. Spurious interactions can influence average clustering coefficients in two ways depending on the degree of clustering in the network. In randomly (e.g. EX in A) or less than randomly clustered networks clustering coefficients can be increased by attaching false positive interactions. In highly clustered networks (e.g. GH in B), clustering coefficients are -at least for reasonable error rates -decreased. Here, average degree values were fixed at 10 and bait coverage at 1. 
Effect of spurious interactions at different values of bait coverage
A B
To illustrate the combined effect of different parameter values for the model, simulations were performed in which for each value of β and ε, θ was chosen such that the same fixed false positive rate of 50% was obtained (see Figure 9 and Additional file 1: Supplementary Figure 4 ). In these simulations several observations could be made. First, of course, clustering coefficients tend to be highest for high values of edge coverage and decrease with edge coverage. Second, for the ER, EX and GL networks the clustering coefficients obtained are higher than the clustering coefficients in the original simulated networks even for small edge coverage rates, whereas for the PL networks this requires higher edge coverage. On the contrary, in the EH and GH networks the resulting clustering coefficients are always significantly smaller than the original clustering coefficients for the given false positive rate. Here, only extremely high values of θ and thus the false positive rate could increase clustering coefficients beyond the original value. In both cases, this is due to the different effects of false positive interactions on randomly and highly clustered networks. Furthermore, clustering coefficients tend to be similar for different values of β. The ER and EX networks show only minor differences, whereas stronger differences can be observed for the other network types. In this case, the differences are most pronounced for the highly clustered EH networks.
In order to compare the effects on clustering at 50% false positive rate between topologies models, we computed for each topology the maximum over the averages for different values of β (see Figure 9B ). Clustering coefficients from real Y2H experiments are also indicated. As can be seen, even by introducing false positive interactions clustering coefficients in ER and EX networks cannot be increased sufficiently to explain at least most of the observed Y2H networks by such a topology. The only topologies for which realistic clustering coefficients are observed are thus highly clustered exponential networks, the growth models and the power-law networks. Note that although EH networks were created with approximately the same clustering coefficients as the GH networks, the final clustering coefficients observed for these networks are nevertheless smaller than for the GH network. This can be explained by the fact that the increase in clustering for high θ as well as the lowest level up to which clustering coefficients decrease for smaller θ depend strongly on the skewness of the network topology which is higher for the GH networks than the EH networks.
Although we considered several possible topology models, there is an infinite number of possible topologies for which we did not perform simulations of our model. Nevertheless, the results presented above can be transfered to other topologies by taking into account the skewness of these models. If networks are clustered randomly, the clustering coefficients observed depend on the skewness of the corresponding degree distribution. Thus, highly skewed networks have high random clustering coefficients whereas slightly skewed or symmetric distributions exhibit very small clustering coefficients which are, in particular, smaller than clustering coefficients observed in real Y2H interaction networks. We have shown that missing interactions decrease these clustering coefficients even further. Only false positive interactions can increase clus-Clustering coefficients at a fixed false positive rate tering again in randomly clustered networks depending on the network topology. In networks clustered higher than randomly, clustering coefficients are decreased even by false positive interactions. Our simulation suggest that ξ, although not a perfect approximation at least restricts from above the clustering coefficients observed in randomly clustered networks under the influence of false positive interactions. The higher ξ, the higher the increase in clustering due to false positive interactions in randomly clustered networks, although returns diminish with increasing ξ. Accordingly, we computed the values of ξ for a range of additional topologies and plotted them against the skewness of the corresponding networks (see Figure  10 ). For each topology model we generated 50 networks and averaged over the corresponding ξ and skewness values. As can be seen, ξ is highly correlated to the skewness of network models. Accordingly, false positive interactions can only increase the clustering coefficients of networks sufficiently which follow a highly skewed degree distribution.
Discussion
In a recent report, Han et al. [27] raised the possibility that the apparent scale-free topology of experimental Y2H interaction networks is due to distorting effects of limited sampling in large-scale experiments and that by examining the degree distribution alone, the topology of the experimental interaction networks cannot be safely extrapolated to the complete interactome. In this context, our results indicate that based on additional topological characteristics such as the clustering coefficient, the range of possible topologies can be narrowed. Thus, although current large-scale PPI networks represent only a fraction of the interactomes, they can nevertheless be used to draw some inferences to the topological characteristics of the complete interactomes.
We have shown both analytically and in simulations that sampling with limited bait and edge coverage lowers the clustering coefficient tremendously for any of the examined network topologies. This result has several implications concerning the topology of the complete interactomes. In this setting, the clustering coefficients observed in protein-protein interaction maps derived with high-throughput methods provide a lower bound on the clustering coefficients observed in complete interactomes. This furthermore suggests that the interactomes are highly clustered, much more than the simple random graph (ER), exponential (EX) or growth networks (GL). Accordingly, such topologies can be ruled out if the effect of spurious interactions is ignored. These findings do not eliminate the possibility that the original networks show a highly clustered topology different from a power-law topology.
Notwithstanding these considerations, we can use the relationship between clustering coefficients and bait and edge coverage to estimate the amount of error involved if we know both the original and resulting clustering coefficient and vice versa assess the original clustering coefficient based on the error rate and the observed clustering coefficient. In our simulations we found that in order to increase skewness in a network by limited sampling and thus to change the original distribution towards a powerlaw topology, bait coverage rates have to be lowered considerably. The degree to which they have to be lowered depends on the difference of the original topology to a power-law topology. Lowering edge coverage rates, on the other hand, does not have a sufficiently distorting effect. However, we have seen above that limited bait coverage leads to a significant reduction in clustering coefficients in highly clustered networks such as EH and GH. Thus, high original clustering coefficients would have to be assumed for the interactome, if the observed interaction networks were sampled from a highly clustered distribution which is significantly different from a power-law distribution (e.g. an exponential distribution). If such a high degree of clustering a appears unreasonable, the obvious conclusion is that the original interactome does in fact exhibit a power-law or a similar highly skewed topology.
We extended the sampling procedure described by Han et al. to cover the influence of false positive interactions on the topology of sampled networks. This leads to a more realistic model of Y2H experiments since spurious interactions are observed regularly in large-scale experiments. Without considering false positives the effect of sampling on the topology and the clustering coefficient might be underestimated or misinterpreted. In our model, interactions are introduced by a preferential attachment scenario in which the probability of obtaining wrong interactions depends on the degree of the nodes participating in an interaction. Furthermore, baits are more likely to acquire interactions than preys. This introduces a possible source of degree asymmetry in the model which is a consequence of the experimental set-up and not the topology of the network.
Based on the extended model, the conclusions drawn from the simple sampling model can be generalized. Preferential attachment of false positive interactions increases the clustering coefficients of networks which are clustered randomly (ER, EX and PL) or less than randomly (GL), but decreases the clustering coefficient for networks which are clustered higher than randomly (EH and GH) except for extremely high error rates. As a consequence, random graph and randomly clustered exponential networks still can be excluded confidently since unreasonably high error rates would have to be assumed to explain the clustering coefficients observed. Contrary to that, clustering coeffi-cients of GL and even more so of PL networks can be increased sufficiently by introducing wrong interactions to explain at least most of the observed clustering coefficients. Indeed at 50% false positive rate, similar clustering coefficients can be obtained for the GL networks as for the highly clustered exponential (EH) and growth networks (GH) whose clustering coefficients are decreased by wrong interactions.
Accordingly, our simulation results suggest that the interactome either follows a power-law or similarly skewed degree distribution or is highly clustered. Nevertheless, we can make the same argument as before, that changing e.g. an exponential towards a power-law topology requires small bait coverage rates and consequently high clustering coefficients in the original network.
For random and semi-preferential attachment, estimates for the expected increase in clustering for β = 1 and ε = 0 can be derived in the same way as for preferential attachment. However, the rate of increase is smaller for both random and semi-preferential attachment than for preferential attachment. Accordingly, at ε > 0, clustering coeffi-cients can decrease even for randomly clustered networks.
In the semi-preferential model, this is only the case for highly skewed networks such as the PL networks. In the random attachment scenario, this happens even for the slightly skewed exponential networks.
Simulations of false negative and positive interactions were only performed for networks with average degree values of 5, 10 and 20. Higher average degree values in the original networks lead to higher random clustering coefficients in the original networks and thus in the sampled networks. Hence, one might argue that the above conclusions are invalid if original average degrees only have to be increased sufficiently. Effectively, such considerations are limited by what is actually observed in experimental networks. This can be illustrated by the following example. Suppose, a matrix Y2H screen (β = 1) results in a network with average degree ' of 5 and the false positive rate is estimated to be 50%. Then, edge coverage and original average degree are related by the formula k k Correlation between ξ and skewness
Figure 10
Correlation between ξ and skewness. Values of ξ were computed for a several topology models additional to the ones for which full simulations of our model were performed and plotted against the skewness of the corresponding networks. Topology models considered include power-law, log-normal, negative binomial, Weibull, χ 2 and Γ distributions with varying parameters. Parameters were tuned such that average degree values of 10 were obtained and results were averaged over 50 networks generated for each topology. The topology models for which complete simulations were performed are indicated in red. Thus, if = 2.5, ε is approximately 1. For = 5 it is 0.29, for = 10 it is 0.13, and so on. Accordingly, high average degree values can only be assumed if coverage rates are small. This on the other hand implies that although original clustering coefficients might be higher, the clustering coefficients resulting from the experiment are very small due to the low coverage rates.
The error mechanisms we proposed for our model are fairly simple and require few assumptions. Of course, many other error mechanisms are also possible (see e.g. [38] ) and we can never be sure that the way interactions are added describes the processes occurring in large-scale experiments accurately. As a consequence, the preferential attachment scenario was chosen to simulate the worst case in which false positive interactions also promote a scalefree topology in experimental networks regardless of the original topology. We showed that, even when assuming this worst case, conclusions can still be drawn to the topology of the interactome. Nevertheless, our results do not only apply to our model but can be generalized to a wider range of error mechanisms. Randomly removing edges from a network in general reduces clustering coefficients in this network. On the other hand, adding edges to a network increases clustering only if the probability that triangles are created is at least as high as the probability that triangles exist in the original network. Random error processes, however, create most likely also random clustering coefficients. Accordingly, if the original networks are clustered higher than randomly, clustering coefficients are expected to decrease.
Conclusion
We conclude that measurement errors in large-scale experiments affect several aspects of the network topology apart from the degree distribution. The impact of the experimental set-up on these other characteristics may be used to infer the topology of the complete interactome. In this article, we focused on the average clustering coefficient to evaluate the likelihood of different topological models for the interactome. Our analytical and simulation results indicate that some of the suggested topologies are highly unlikely and can be excluded with high confidence. Although only a selection of possible topology models was discussed in this article, we have shown how the results can be transfered to other topologies as well. With the help of additional topological characteristics and constraints, such as e.g. attack tolerance, our results might be extended to further resolve the topology of the interactome. Of course, the most effective and most conclusive way to achieve this aim, is to increase the coverage of the interactome by both many more experiments and by improving the false positive and false negative rates of large-scale methods. However, until this is realized, useful conclusions can still be drawn from modeling sampling effects.
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